2002 chrysler town and country transmission

It never did it any other time until just before the transmission went out. It jerk violently
resulting with the rpms jumping to RPMs at 70 mph. It just coasted to a stop. It made a noise
like driving through a plate glass window! Ending with a growl and grinding sound. It happen on
Christmas Eve Salesman said not to worry when there was a slight jerk shifting when we test
drove it! Well it only lasted 10, miles! We bought it with , miles! The last 3 Dodge Vans all have
had problems! We wont be buying another one! I highly recommend not buy any used Dodge or
Chrysler vehicles after the warranty period has run out! Most people don't take care of them by
doing the proper maintenance like changing the transmission fluids and fuel filters, etc. If the
transmission jerks at all, take it too a reputable Transmission shop. Even if it isn't the
transmission these guys might be able to fix it much faster than the Dealer is capable of. The
last Van i bought just started jerking at , miles last week! Just found out about a shop who is
good at this type of problem! Will let you know what they find! Today's date is I'd taken the van
in a bunch of times for it just not working quite right felt like is was slipping and always took it
to the authorized dealer. Did all the scheduled services, maintenance, recalls with the same
dealer. They balked at first about replacing it but I threw a big fit and they took care of it. So
bummed out. Bought it brand new. Took it back to the same shop I had repair it the last time
since it's only been 20 months. He's asking me if I've "off-roaded" - really with a minivan? We go
on trips and to school but no off-roading, said the underside was covered in mud we live where
it rains a lot but should that be able to affect the transmission. Planetaries are broken?? Been
without my van for going on 3 weeks now. Don't know how much it's going to cost this time but
he had to take the whole transmission out and take it apart. Won't be buying a new one of these
and I would have had I not had this experience. Honda Odyssey here we come. So disappointed
especially after doing some research and seeing how common transmission issues are on this
vehicle and it's partner the Dodge Caravan. Took it the local transmission guy, said he sees this
one all the time. He doesn't use the re-manufactured ones because they break. Was without my
van for over 1 week. Cost me a small fortune. Love this van but beginning to rethink my
position. Transmission Failure, 90 Miles from home I've been driving Chrysler products for the
past ten years, my last minivan was a 94 Caravan, it was great-never any issues. Drove it nearly
, miles before I sold it I figured being newer it would be a better van. They had the van for a
week, got it back, loaded up the van to go out of town. Towed it at my expense to the dealer that
did the work, they told me the transmission was totally shot and would need to be rebuilt. So
they recommended a transmission shop to do the work The first transmission leaked
everywhere, coating the underside of the van in transmission fluid and leaving a huge puddle of
shame everywhere it was parked. Bought it back, they rebuilt it under warranty, had the van for
a week. Got it back, now it shifts hard, gets stuck in second gear and the damn check engine
light is back on. Brought it back, they told me it was "normal", B. Right after I picked the van up
from the dealer, the water pump goes out without warning, causing the belt to fall off loosing all
the accessory drive alternator, power steering Come winter I find I have no heat, the blend door
actuator is bad and needs to be replaced, guess what? I wanted to drop it from a plane, but I
needed the money for another car. I seriously hope out of some grace of god that a meteorite
will fall from the sky and crash upon that pile of crap. Loved the styling of this car but am
disappointed with the mechanical problem. Was my first American car and totally turned me off
to buying American cars. Managed to get it to garage they had transmission rebuilt by reputable
transmission shop. After 3 days started hesitating brought back under warranty now for rebuilt
transmission had bad valve replace it. Drove miles and planetary gear broke with a loud bang
and van stopped moving. Getting new transmission unit and ready to trade van in. The check
engine light came on just prior to the weekend, but the manual stated it could just be a minor
problem. I was driving on the Freeway at 70 when I heard a loud bang and immediately realized
that the car was no longer in gear. Managed to get to the shoulder, had it towed to a local
garage and just got the news that the transmission needs replaced. Am now searching for
alternatives. Chrysler transmissions are junk. This failure was completely unexpected. No
warnings, no lights, no previous transmission issues. I cannot believe this thing blew up with
only 78, miles on it! I have had several Fords with well over , miles and never had a
transmission failure worse repairs were leaking seals. This is just unbelievable! Pulled into
driveway to get stuff for Christmas. Came out and transmission had died. Totally sucked, van
was parked sideways in driveway and covered by snow storm next day. No prior repairs to
transmission. We did have a check engine light which we had evaluated by two reputable shops
and they both said we should think about replacing the solenoid valve block if we start to
experience shifting problems. Apparently there is an issue with the filters in the block causing
the electronic shift to lock up, causing the transmission to go into limp-mode a. Well, no shifting
problems ever occurred. Instead the tranny "grenaded" while driving at steady 65mph speed on
level terrain. No warning. Coasted to side of road and checked under hood. Lots of fluid and

smoke coming from tranny dipstick. Repair shop let me look at the corpse and saw that it had
completely fragged. Torque converter, front and rear planetaries, the case, clutch plates, all
damaged or contaminated beyond repair. Of course, my warranty expired miles ago. If you have
a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Be the first! Find a good Chrysler mechanic Read reviews of
repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Town and Country. Overview
Overview Most Popular. LX Fwd 4dr Minivan 3. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type
Front wheel drive Transmission 4-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity 20 gal. Engine Engine
Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows
yes Power mirrors yes Heated mirrors yes power door locks yes. Instrumentation
Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes tachometer yes. Front leg room Front hip
room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track 63
in. Maximum cargo capacity cu. Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Curb weight lbs. Ground
clearance 5. Drag Coefficient. Height Wheel base Width Rear track 64 in. Sponsored cars related
to the Town and Country. Suspension Suspension modified MacPherson strut front suspension
yes front independent suspension yes solid axle rear suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic
3 yr. Drivetrain 7 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Town and Country Inventory. Sign
Up. Sandstone Navy Blue Taupe. See Town and Country Inventory. A slipping transmission is
pretty easy to recognize. Here are the most common symptoms that one has started to slip:.
Low or no transmission fluid is one of the most common reasons that a transmission will slip.
You need to fill the fluid back up to the proper level right away. Transmission fluid can deal with
a lot of abuse. That being said, it can go bad and will no longer be able to do its job. Check it
and look at the color. Most manufacturers use red fluid. This transmission fluid color chart will
help you determine if the fluid is bad. Black fluid is an obvious sign that the fluid has been
burnt. An automatic transmission uses bands to link its gears together. When these bands go
bad the transmission will begin to slip. Sometimes they can be adjusted. Over time, the gears in
a transmission can just wear out. When this happens, shifts will get rougher. This affects shift
firmness, whether it even shifts at all, and can make the transmission slip without enough
pressure. If you feel like the transmission is only slipping a few hundred RPM on the highway, it
may not be the transmission slipping at all. It could be the torque converter. Modern torque
converters use locking clutches to create a true connection between the engine and the
transmission. This helps fuel mileage. Slipping when accelerating is the most common way that
a transmission will slip. This is due it being the most demanding thing on the internal
components. Transmission repair is the most complex and difficult repair for even the most
experienced shade tree mechanic. In this case that means making sure that the transmission
fluid level is up to where it needs to be, as well as making sure that the fluid is healthy. There
are many transmission related trouble codes that can tell you exactly what is wrong with the
transmission. After that you just throw the code s back into google and see what is causing
them. There are some things on an automatic transmission that you can fix yourself. Some
sensors are pretty easy to get to. Every article on this site is written from the perspective that
you will be trying to repair your vehicle yourself, we will make an exception for this and
recommend taking it into a shop, or just buying a rebuilt transmission before trying to rebuild it
yourself. If there is anything that you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment
below. Thank you. When this happens, the tachometer jumps up as the RPM increases. Smell
â€” As the clutches and bands inside the transmission slip, they create a lot of friction. This
friction gets them hot and you may notice an egg-like smell. If this is the case, the first thing to
check would be the transmission fluid Decreased Fuel Mileage â€” Since the transmission will
no longer be able to efficiently transfer power to the rear wheels, fuel mileage will suffer as the
transmission slips. Low Fluid Low or no transmission fluid is one of the most common reasons
that a transmission will slip. Bad or Burnt Fluid Transmission fluid can deal with a lot of abuse.
Transmission Bands An automatic transmission uses bands to link its gears together. Gears
Over time, the gears in a transmission can just wear out. Torque Converter If you feel like the
transmission is only slipping a few hundred RPM on the highway, it may not be the
transmission slipping at all. Chrysler Town and Country Transmission Slipping Fix
Transmission repair is the most complex and difficult repair for even the most experienced
shade tree mechanic. Check For Trouble Codes There are many transmission related trouble
codes that can tell you exactly what is wrong with the transmission. Attempt the Repair, or Take
it into a Shop There are some things on an automatic transmission that you can fix yourself. My
Town and Country will not shift out of 2nd and is stuck in limp mode. I replaced the TCM, input,
output sensors but still nothing. With the neg cable off the battery I tested the relay and with my

test light hooked to negative battery terminal, I get power from socket 87 Fuse B, 86 Trans.
Control and 85 ground. When I hook up the negative cable to the battery I get power to 87 only. I
also tested it with the relay half out and get the same reading. According to the diagram 86 and
87 are the load sides and should be hot all the time. Do you. The first thing you need to do is
have the diagnostic fault codes read and recorded to know which circuit needs further
diagnosis. That information was lost when you disconnected the Transmission Computer, but
since the problem is still there with the new computer, it should have set the same code s. You
may be able to read them yourself as you can with engine codes. Cycle the ignition switch from
"off" to "run" three times within five seconds without cranking the engine, then watch the code
numbers show up in the odometer display. Was this answer. The trouble code is P I also tested
by removing the positive cable and touching the tip of my test light to the battery positive post
and the clip to the battery positive cable and came up with a dim light which from what Ive read
means a small short and bright light means dead short. I removed the wiring plug directly under
the Auto shutdown relay on the fuse box and the light went out. As far as I can see its the
harness to either the TCM or the solenoid the 2 are taped together I didn't have time Friday to
check by wire colors as to where it goes. Your test method is valid, if the vehicle was from the s
or before. For a model you're going about this all wrong. There is going to be a small current
drain of as much as 35 milliamps all the time to keep the many computer memory circuits alive.
When you disconnected the battery, the diagnostic fault codes, fuel metering data, and
transmission clutch volume data were lost. Now you're going to have engine performance and
transmission shift quality problems until that data is relearned. More importantly, some
computers need up to 20 minutes to go to "sleep" mode after the ignition switch is turned off.
During that time it is common to find up to three amps for current draw. You can't measure
current with a test light. All you can see is if you have enough current to make the light bright
enough to see. The resistance of the bulb also reduces current flow to the point where a
computer may never get to sleep mode. If you're going to pursue this line of troubleshooting,
you need an amp meter, but you have to start out on a scale high enough to read at least three
amps. On most digital meters, that means moving the positive lead to a special jack. Once you
see current drop after 20 minutes, you need to move the lead to the standard jack and lower
scale to get more accuracy. Doing that creates an open circuit while the lead is disconnected.
That wakes the computers up again and the minute cycle starts all over. Most digital meters
have a 2-amp scale and an internal 2-amp fuse. That fuse will blow due to the three amps the
computers are trying to draw. The next problem is you'll want to switch to the milliamp scale for
even more accuracy. All digital meters use a "break-before-make" range switch. That means as
you turn it, the switch breaks the contact to one scale, then, as you turn it further, it makes the
contact to the next scale. That momentary break is enough to wake up the computers again.
You need to insure there is never a break in that circuit when you do any switching. That is easy
to do by connecting a small jumper wire from the battery's post to the cable clamp when any
switching is done. We always do this with the negative cable. Once you're on the scale you
want, remove the jumper wire so current goes through the meter. As for code , there is no real
good description for it but it is related to the transmission relay. Typically you're going to find a
broken ground wire for that relay, or damaged wires near the transmission or left inner fender.
Thanks for the fast detailed reply, I'll have to try the amp meter. Can I rule out the solenoid pack
on thebtransmission? I plan to get a closer look at the wires by the transmission. Thanks for
steeeing me in the right direction. There's three ways a solenoid pack can have a problem. The
first is if the assembly is leaking, and that's usually a gasket problem. That is found strictly by
observation. The second way is to have an electrical problem, which is almost always due to a
break in one of the circuits. That can be a corroded terminal in a connector, a cut wire, a wire
rubbed bare and touching ground, or less commonly, a break inside the solenoid's winding. The
third way is to have a good circuit, but when it's energized, no fluid flows so no pressure
increase is detected or the clutch pack doesn't engage. That is a mechanical problem related to
operation of an electrical circuit. The last two defects will be detected by the computer which
will set appropriate diagnostic fault codes. Pin 86 - I looked at all connections and wires and
cant see anything wrong. I'm not sure what you're testing, but how do you get any voltage
anywhere with the battery cable disconnected? Wait a minute, I see the problem. Your positive
probe is taking a reading related to a reference point, which commonly is ground, which is the
negative battery post, but you removed that. This is like trying to measure barometric pressure
with the gauge sitting in a jar pumped into a vacuum. There is some circuitry that is allowing the
tiniest trickle of current through your meter, and that is what is allowing it to pick something up.
You can prove this by measuring any of those voltages, then place a test light across the same
two points. You'll see the test light doesn't light up and your voltmeter will go to 0. The only
valid voltage readings are those taken with the battery connected. The battery does need to be

disconnected to take some resistance readings unless the circuit can be made dead some other
way, as in turning off a switch or pulling a fuse. Voltage in a circuit will cause totally incorrect
resistance readings. Terminals 30 and 87 are the contacts that are switched on and off. That 12
volts will show up on terminal 30 when the relay is energized. Terminal 85 or 86 will have 12
volts when the ignition switch is turned on. I can never remember which one. If you have the
relay plugged in and are able to reach the terminals with the meter probe, you'll find 12 volts on
both 85 and One of them gets grounded by the Engine Computer for one second after you turn
on the ignition switch. It gets grounded again anytime the computer sees engine rotation,
meaning cranking or running. All of the testing you've done so far can be summed up with a
single voltage reading. The relay has to be plugged in so you might have to fashion a thin piece
of wire if necessary to reach the terminal. Measure the voltage on terminal A test light works
much better for this test for two reasons. First, most digital meters don't respond fast enough to
catch quick pulses. Second, think of a compressed air line. All you need is a tiny pinhole
through what is otherwise total blockage of the pipe, and you'll have full pressure on a gauge at
the end of the line, but you'll never be able to get enough volume through there to run a tool.
Similarly, all you need is any circuitry with really high resistance to let a teeny dribble of current
through and the meter will pick that up as a voltage, but you'll never be able to get enough
current through that resistance to do any useful work. A test light has very low resistance so it's
going to draw relatively high current through the circuit. It can only do that and light up if the
circuit is working properly. Also, we don't need to know the exact voltage at terminal The test
light is going to be off, 0. There's two parts to this test. With the test light connected to terminal
30, it should be off. Now turn the ignition switch on. You should see a bright test light for one
second, then it will go back off. You might hear the fuel pump's hum at the same time. That has
just proven the circuit is okay and the Engine Computer has control over the relay. Next, crank
the engine. The test light should turn on anytime the engine is rotating. If it does, move on to
something else. The only time a mechanic would do this test is if there was a fault code related
to the "switched 12 volts is missing" and he wanted to verify that or see if the 12 volts was
making it as far as the relay. That would instantly tell him if there could be a break in the circuit
before terminal 87 or after terminal I did the test on the fuse box plug in for the Etax relay. What
I dont understand is why is there power to 30 and 86 with the negative battery cable off and the
multi meter black touching the negative on the battery and Red lead probing the female
terminals on the fuse box, however when I do the same test with the cable hooked back up and
the multi meter black to the battery negative once again I get completely different readings from
12 volts to zero. Im gonna give your test a try and see what results I get. Can I do this with the
relay lifted enough to get the test lead on it? I seen a vid on youtube that showed this but just
want to make sure. This is real hard for me to explain better without having a marker board to
draw on. A better example might be to think about when you remove a battery cable to insert an
amp meter. How can you get a reading of any current unless it is able to find a path through
some circuitry on the car. Okay, now that we know there's some circuitry there, you're putting
one meter probe on the battery's negative post, then the other probe on the negative cable that
is attached to that circuitry and goes all the way around and back to the positive cable and
battery post. In effect, you're measuring right across the battery, but with a pile of circuitry in
between. For all practical purposes, the voltmeter has extremely high resistance so it just
measures electrical pressure, voltage. No current actually flows through it. No air flows through
a pressure gauge on a compressed air line. That's why it can measure full pressure when
there's just that little pinhole in the blockage in the pipe. If you tried to measure volume of air
flow, you couldn't get any because of that blockage. You would not be able to run an air tool.
The test light is that air tool. It needs current flow through it to make the filament light up. The
circuitry in the car has way too much resistance to let enough current flow. That 's why where
the voltmeter is showing 12 volts, the test light will show 0 volts. When you have the voltmeter
connected and you're watching that voltage, it will drop to 0 volts when you put the test light
across it. You're right about lifting the relay out of the socket part way. All that's important is the
terminals remain in contact with the terminals in the socket, otherwise it can't work. If you see
the 12 volts show up on terminal 30, that can only happen if everything related to that relay is
working. You can also stick a piece of wire in the terminal but you have to watch that it doesn't
stretch the female terminal and cause an intermittent connection. That's a big issue with '90s
GM relay sockets. Poking terminals with meter probes can cause the same problem. On my fuse
box there is a small hole next to the relay socket that works great for testing I can fit a test
probe in it so it should fit a small piece of wire or even a piece of bent paper clip to make
contact. I have to wait for it to warm up a tad before venturing out 33F here and do your test
before I get anymore confused. I hooked a small jumper wire into socket 30 replaced the relay
turned on the key and it lit for about 3 seconds and went out however there is no light when it

started. It did one time after a couple tries light for a split second and then lit when cranking and
running though after that I only get the light on turning the key and nothing when running. I
tested socket 86 and got the same result as 30 a light for 3 sec and no light when cranking or
running. Socket 87 is hot all the time and 35 I got nothing so I assume this is ground? First try
swapping the relay with one of the other ones like it. Next, what you described as intermittent
operation suggests three likely possibilities. One is arced or pitted contacts in the relay. The
next is intermittent loss of voltage feeding the coil of the relay. That is a Transmission
Computer or wire issue. You said you replaced the computer already. The last suspect is the
ground wire which seems like the best one. Remove the relay, then use your ohm meter to
measure the resistance between terminal 85 and ground. It should be real low, as in no more
than a few ohms. If that appears to be okay, rig up your wire to measure the voltage on terminal
86 the way you did on terminal This time it's a good idea to use the voltmeter instead of the test
light. This is a very low-current circuit, and the driver transistor inside the computer may not
appreciate being forced to pass enough current to run the test light. For the moment we can
assume the wire between the computer and terminal 86 is okay because you consistently saw
the relay get turned on for a few seconds each time you turned on the ignition switch. What we
want to see now is if that 12 volts stays there once the engine is running. Whether it stays or
drops out will tell us which way to go next. Image Click to enlarge. I did swap relays, I figured
since it starts great I would use the relay for the fuel pump and got the same results and it still
fired right up. I'm going to try the next test tomorrow. Who would have thought being so
confused could be so much fun! I went out and tried the next test here is what I found Socket 85
I have to insert the black probe in the socket and the red to the ground and all I get is a negative
reading when it should read zero like when I tested it before hooking it up; If I hook it up the
other way, I get nothing. Most likely my cheap digital tester soon to be replaced. Socket 86 Key
off 0. I bought another tester and here are the results Battery voltage I also checked the
continuity from socket 30 to the body and got 0. I think we're making some progress. Terminal
86 jumps to We have a problem there when it stays at 2 volts. It could be the computer is
detecting a problem and is turning that voltage off on purpose to turn the relay off. Terminal 87
must have 12 volts all the time. The only thing that can cause that voltage when current is trying
to flow is high resistance in that circuit. That would be like stepping on a garden hose a partially
blocking it. As long as the nozzle is closed, you'll still have full pressure there. When you open
the nozzle to turn on current water flow, the pressure, voltage will drop off. This is where a test
light is more accurate. It needs current flow to operate where a voltmeter doesn't. Do this test
again on terminal 87 with a test light. No matter what you do with the ignition switch, that test
light should never go out. If it does, find that fuse 15 and test the voltage on it the same way.
There will be two tiny holes on top for taking the readings. Sorry it should have read Okay,
terminal 87 is fine. It doesn't have a problem. The question now is why is terminal 86 dropping
to 0 volts? My only guess at this time is the computer isn't happy about something so it's
turning the relay off. What I would do next is remove the relay, leave the ignition switch off, then
jump terminal 87 to Listen for any clicking which would indicate there's nothing shorted in that
circuit and things are trying to work. If you hear that, that's a good sign. If you don't hear
anything, that's not a bad sign. If some
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thing is shorted, the 15 amp fuse is in there to protect the wiring. If nothing goes up in smoke,
remove the jumper, start the engine, then put the jumper back in. Along with all the other
circuits that relay feeds, one line goes right back to the computer as its way of verifying the
relay turned on when it expected it to, but it also wants to see it goes off when it's supposed to.
If you leave the jumper in while you're cranking the engine, I suspect the computer will detect
that, as far as it knows, the relay is stuck on, and therefore it has no control over it. By waiting
to reinstall the jumper until after the engine is running, that will be avoided. If everything seems
to be okay, try driving the van to see if it shifts. With luck some other diagnostic fault code will
pop up that may provide a clue as to where to look next. Please login or register to post a reply.
Related Transmission Not Shifting Content. Not Shifting To High Gear. Sponsored links. Ask a
Car Question. It's Free!

